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APIs are critical in enabling organizations to conduct business in the digital age. They fuel
growth and innovation, helping businesses compete more effectively in the digital era.
They are a key corporate asset that, if handled correctly, can become a competitive
advantage. If handled poorly, they can crush an organization's hard-earned reputation. 
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Introduction

With the pressure to embrace modern technology, adopt new tools and practices, and gain

the advantages that come from APIs, it is understandable that moving quickly may have

incurred some security missteps. For many organizations, the internal approach and

processes surrounding API Remediation currently sit as one of these missteps. 

While not as glamorous as other development efforts, the workload required to remediate

API vulnerabilities represents a growing challenge that is quietly brewing for many

organizations. If organizations don't work to adequately address this challenge — if they fail

to readjust from an ad-hoc approach to a strategic, coordinated effort — then they'll be

unwisely opting to maintain a degree of cybersecurity risk heading into 2022.
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What does it mean to "Remediate"? 

Remediation is the action of remedying something, in particular, to reverse, stop, or prevent

damage. To go by many cybersecurity tools definitions, to remediate means to flag a problem

and add an item to a work queue. This definition undermines the importance of remediation. 

In reality, API Remediation involves editing code to prevent potential damage, and the effort

involved is not trivial. APIs are where applications and processes intersect and therefore need

to be handled very carefully. End-to-end efforts to fix an API vulnerability are often measured in

months with the process involving a number of stakeholders and procedures. Naturally, this

lengthy process with many moving parts creates some difficulties.

Difficulties occur because API vulnerabilities are traditionally dealt with on an ad-hoc basis. It's

often the job of development teams to acknowledge the issue, schedule the work, and apply

appropriate resources. Meanwhile, business objectives demand that applications and APIs

continue to evolve and mature. Yesterday's legacy APIs must become today's more agile,

performant endpoints. 

As a result, development teams are forced to lower the priority on remediation work and make

compromises, relying more so on the recent explosion of cybersecurity tools to help cover their

bases.  But relying on technology and an ad-hoc approach is not enough to reduce risk.
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This is especially true for bigger organizations that harbor more complex environments.

For these types of environments, even something non-technical, such as the constant

reshuffling of resources, can have a significant impact. When employees come and go

and teams constantly change, the constant flux creates gaps in which vulnerabilities

end up hiding. This is just one example of the internal challenges that threaten proper

API Remediation.

External challenges are also a rising threat. As targeted attacks on APIs increase, the

window to fix vulnerabilities decreases, causing the likelihood of hacks or data breaches

to soar.

In 2022, organizations should begin treating APIs like the vital corporate asset they are,

applying a strategic, quality framework to their remediation efforts to help counter

increasing internal and external threats. Upfront thought and strategic planning will go a

long way to preserve the security around APIs on which businesses, and their

customers, depend. 

Without such a coordinated approach, there is no realistic or effective way the

organization can understand the true scope and scale of the API Remediation problem.

Organizations need the means to classify the work, identify the level of risk, and

implement a structured process to collect important metrics. 
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As targeted attacks
on APIs increase,
the window to fix

vulnerabilities
decreases, causing

the likelihood of
hacks or data
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But what exactly does this classification of work, identifiable risk level, and structured

process look like? How coordinated, efficient, and transparent should the API

Remediation process be? What should real API Remediation look like from a business

process perspective, not just a technical one? 

This document seeks to answer these questions and demystify modern API

remediation by identifying critical threats to APIs, discussing how to counter these

threats, and demonstrating how enterprises can deliver faster, more reliable

remediation efforts to reduce overall API risk in 2022.

NEXT: KEY CHALLENGES
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KEY CHALLENGES

According to Gartner, APIs will become the most frequent attack vector by 2022, causing data
breaches for enterprise web applications. In the following section, we'll break down why this
targeted shift to APIs is occurring and how these internal and external threats are impacting both
business and API Remediation efforts.

Key Challenges

RF
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APIs Designed Without Security In Mind

Lack of Confidence in API Inventory

Shadow, Zombie, and Misconfigured APIs

Broken and Inefficient Processes

INTERNAL FACTORS 

API Dependency Continues to Rise 

Applications Becoming More Distributed

Stronger Countermeasures Forcing Alternative Methods

EXTERNAL FACTORS 
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58%

API DEPENDENCY
CONTINUES TO RISE 

of executives have indicated that
participating in the API economy is
a top priority for their organization

-  RAPIDAPI DEVELOPER SURVEY AND INSIGHTS REPORT

The movement from waterfall development practices to Agile methods, along with

the shift from large, monolithic applications to a microservices architecture, has

created a massive increase in the production of APIs just over the last few years.

58% of executives have indicated that participating in the API economy was a top

priority for their organization. This movement is designed to help improve

competitiveness, increase potential profits, and help organizations adapt to ever-

changing regulatory requirements. 

Given these new realities, it is not uncommon for B2B or B2C applications to

become reliant on a complex web of APIs that can number in the thousands. With

the number of new APIs growing daily, the attack surface for hackers continues to

grow in tandem, increasing risk across the board.
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The movement to the cloud has exploded the growth of distributed,

interconnected applications over the last few years. This expansion is likely

to continue as investment in this space continues to grow just as quickly.

While the benefits are apparent, this expansion is showing a major downside:

businesses are witnessing a steep increase in complexity around

microservices and applications. 

As applications become more distributed, they become more complicated,

decreasing transparency into the ecosystem. A lack of transparency is

making it more difficult to properly identify, catalog, and test the API

ecosystem at the required level to accomodate rising risk levels.

APPLICATIONS BECOMING
MORE DISTRIBUTED

RF

EXTERNAL
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COUNTERMEASURES PROMPTING
ALTERNATE ATTACK METHODS

Network intrusion systems, cyber monitoring systems, and employee

training have become increasingly effective at preventing cybersecurity

breaches. Monitoring tools are more intelligent, utilizing emerging

technology to better identify and alert to malicious activity. Organizations

are also doing a better job at educating employees on phishing techniques

and other related scams. 

Additionally, the improvement of authentication methods such as two-

factor, multifactor, One Time Password (OTP), and biometric methods have

all created a series of challenges for hackers. Forced to seek out loopholes

and turn to alternate methods, poorly designed APIs begin to look like a

better target.

RF
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In the early stages of API development, there is often a greater focus on functionality

over security. Developers are usually buried in backlogs that prioritize the development

of new features or functions over remediating security concerns. Strict deadlines for

production also force development teams to make compromises. This negatively

impacts proper documentation and is recipe for disaster. These are example areas of

where a security next mindset begins to manifest itself.

Many organizations harbor a security next mindset, encouraging policies that "get to the

problem later", or are reactive vs. proactive ("We don't have that problem yet, therefore

we're not taking steps to prevent it now"). When it comes to API vulnerabilities, a security

next mindset puts the organization at risk.

To determine how pervasive a security next mentality is within an organization, it's

important to understand how long certain issues have persisted within the development

backlog. The greater the timeframe the more apparent the security next mindset is. In

the context of API Remediation, organizations should strive for a clearer overview of

these timeframes and seek to reduce them as much as possible. 

INTERNAL

30%
of APIs are designed without

any input from security teams

27%
of APIs proceed through the

development stage without the
security team getting involved

64%
survey respondents claim that an

inability to keep up with vulnerabilities is
contributing to increased API risk levels 
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DESIGNING WITHOUT
SECURITY IN MIND

%

- 2021 SALT STATE OF API SECURITY REPORT
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LACK OF CONFIDENCE IN API INVENTORY

Lack of confidence in the organization’s API inventory is widespread, with a fifth of survey

respondents having absolutely no confidence in or knowledge about the completeness of

their API inventory whatsoever. 

A lack of confidence creates mistrust and uncertainty for developers. If developers do not

have full access to or a complete understanding of existing APIs, they are more likely to

unnecessarily create a new API when an existing one could be used for the same purpose.

Extra or duplicate APIs that are created in this manner make the attack surface for

hackers even larger. These APIs increase the surface area for bugs, security issues,

performance problems, and work for the product team. With backlogs and work already at

a high, it's in the best interest of development teams to avoid unnecessary duplicate work

where possible and simultaneously lower risk in the process.

Establishing a trusted central data catalog is a critical step to reducing the lack of

confidence in inventory. But what should that catalog look like?

RF

INTERNAL

One-fifth
of respondents reported
having no confidence in

the completeness of their
API inventory

- 2021 SALT STATE OF API SECURITY REPORT
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The Importance of a
Central API Catalog

INTRODUCTION KEY CHALLENGES

The development of a central API catalog is a critical component of an effective cybersecurity

strategy. The catalog serves as the main system of record helping cyber teams understand  the

overall picture of risk when it comes to API vulnerabilities. A well-designed API catalog can  have

numerous benefits, including:

Searchable definitions and methods

Well-defined API standards

Improved data governance

Improvement in  API development lifecycles

Promotion of API reuse

Faster API onboarding times

Organizations without a well thought out and well-designed API catalog strategy are losing out on

an opportunity to save time, money and precious resources. As the development organization

continues to grow, having a central resource for API-related information becomes critical.

THE PROGRAM OFFICE RECOMMENDATIONS CONTACT 
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40% to 800%
more APIs

SHADOW APIS

Shadow APIs are a category of backend APIs often hidden from the views

of traditional security tools and API gateways. These undiscovered APIs

often run on ephemeral infrastructure in the public cloud. They can  be

hard to find and legacy security tools don't provide insight or protection.

Typically, they represent a significant risk because they often expose PII

or other sensitive data and put a company at risk of data breaches. 

For each well-defined API, there are potentially dozens of shadow APIs

that represent a growing cybersecurity nightmare. If left unchecked, it's

merely a matter of time before these APIs are compromised.

INTERNAL
"After conducting audits 

than what they had initially
noted in their documentation."

of API processes,
customers are finding

RF
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- 2021 SALT STATE OF API SECURITY REPORT
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Similar to Shadow APIs, Zombie APIs are often hidden from the views of traditional tools and methods. Zombie APIs are deprecated APIs that are assumed to have been

disabled. Instead, they lurk in the background uncontested and under the radar. Any undocumented API can pose a threat to the organization and increase the odds of a

vulnerability being exploited.

ZOMBIE APIS

RF

Ranking the following risks, from least concerrn to greatest concern, related to API security:

SHADOW/UNKNOWN APIs

ACCIDENTAL EXPOSURE OF SENSITIVE INFO

DATA EXFILTRATION

DENIAL OF SERVICE

ACCOUNT TAKEOVER/MISUSE

OUTDATED/ZOMBIE APIs

LEAST CONCERN GREATEST CONCERN

- 2021 SALT STATE OF API SECURITY REPORT

INTERNAL
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Misconfigured APIs are APIs  that function or operate in a manner not fully

intended by the development team. Misconfigured APIs accounted for the vast

majority of security incidents in the cloud last year, according to the 2021 IBM

Security X-Force Cloud Threat Landscape Report.  

Traditional security solutions have a hard time offering protection in a world of

cloud APIs. Standard WAF technology has not been able to keep course with

innovation in this area, especially when it comes to organizations that are

operating in complex, multi-cloud setups across multiple cloud environments.

There are plenty of challenges that need to be addressed in this area. Ideally -

with a growing number of threats on the landscape — efforts need to be doubled.

MISCONFIGURED APIS

RF

Two-thirds
of all cloud breaches are caused

by misconfigured APIs

- 2021 IBM SECURITY X-FORCE CLOUD THREAT

LANDSCAPE REPORT
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BROKEN & INEFFICIENT PROCESSES

INTERNAL

APIs represent an intersection between two or more applications but they can also

represent the intersection of two or more business processes. If this intersection is not

well-designed it can create a weak point in the architecture and generate increased risk

to the business.

For example: if a consuming application does not get 100% of what it needs from an API,

the owner of that application will make an adjustment and look for other APIs that can

help fill this gap. Here, a need is created for additional APIs, adding to complexity and to

the available attack surface.

A Lack of API Ownership

The constant movement of individual employees in and out of the organization and the

constant reorganization of individual business units makes it very difficult to maintain a

clear definition of API ownership. Without an individual having a specific mandate to

track the usage of a specific API, the API is theoretically left unguarded.

 A Lack of Standardization

In order to develop a complete picture of risk the organization needs to adopt a number of

standards. By standardizing the definition of risk, conformance, adoption, etc. the

organization can allocate the proper resources in a manner which is more organized and

thoughtful.

The effort to adopt these challenges can face several hurdles. This is especially true if the

development organization is highly fragmented or has grown through merger or

acquisition.

If the overall data collection effort is inefficient or fragmented the cause is likely broken

or inefficient business processes. This forces those involved to find work arounds which

can also increase risk. If this is the case, these broken processes need to be closely

examined and if necessary remediated.
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Establishing
a Program
Office
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Implement a more reliable, strategic
approach to API Remediation

Given the priorities of the software development team and the constant pressure

they face to generate new code, placing the burden of API remediation completely

on their shoulders may not move the needle in a significant way. The remediation

work will always be competing with development.

On the other hand, with the right amount of support, oversight, and planning, the

remediation workload can be prioritized and spread out over a period of time that

balances both risk and cost that can then be replicated across multiple

development teams.

To achieve the necessary level of collaboration, it has proven beneficial to establish

a central, organized program effort over an ad-hoc one.

RFRF
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What is the
Program Office?
A program ties together all related work, making a program office a collective set

of resources designed to facilitate this work. The program office contains

individuals with a diverse set of skills and backgrounds that can be called upon at

various stages of the program lifecycle. 

With representation from major stakeholders, the program office would be in a

position to define standards, set goals and assign tasks around API Remediation.

The office would also become the focal point for communication and collaboration

efforts.

It is worth noting that resources from each department will not need to be assigned

a full time responsibility towards this effort. Given a RACI matrix (Responsible,

Accountable, Consulted or Informed), most stakeholders will not be given specific

responsibilities, but instead will be informed or consulted on the tasks at hand.

RF

With the right amount of
support, oversight, and

planning, the remediation
workload can be prioritized

and spread over time,
balancing both risk and

cost that can then be
replicated across multiple

development teams
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Implements keys security controls; implements

standards; maintains performance; maintains

backlogs and sets priorities

CIO
Collaborates with executive leadership to set

standards and goals; communicates objectives

across the organization

CYBER SECURITY AND
RISK TEAMS
Works with the CISO to implement cybersecurity

monitoring capabilities; develops a reporting

structure to identify risk; develops standards

INFRASTRUCTURE
& OPERATIONS
Supports site reliability engineering efforts;

maintains configuration standards; develops a

hybrid-cloud support capability

ENTERPRISE
ARCHITECTURE
Defines and manages the enterprise

architecture; ensures the use of information

technology fits the organization's goals

CISO
Defines strategy  and ensures the strategy aligns

with the organization's goals; works with

stakeholders to implement  this strategy

Stakeholders

RFRF
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The Need for
Command and Control

A Program Office enables the organization to do two things: first, reduce the

threat caused by unsecured APIs, and second, implement controls and oversight

mechanisms to prevent similar situations from reoccurring in the future. The

command and control capability should have three core components: definition,

transparency, and operational support.

RFRF
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The success of the program office is based on the attainment of realistic goals

coupled with the appropriate amount of executive sponsorship. The command and

control structure must operate within this mandate and therefore rely on the

definition of these goals, the identification of key metrics, and clearly defined roles

and responsibilities.

In addition, the program office will be responsible for defining standards that will be

required to classify APIs according to risk, quality, usage and type. From a planning

perspective, the program office will be responsible for defining and communicating

key deadlines and milestones.

DEFINITION

RFRF
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TRANSPARENCY

Another important function of the program office is to provide the organization with the necessary 

 transparency and  insight into the current state of the overall remediation effort. To create real

transparency, the program office should be able to provide the following:

A single inventory of all of the APIs that fall within scope of
this effort

Executive, summary-level dashboards that provide insight
into the current state, and display progress towards the
organization's goals, broken down by owner and department

Department level dashboards

Survey, classification and assessment progress dashboards

Troubleshooting and administrative dashboards

Daily tracking and aging reports that show the
classification efforts for all new APIs

Detailed API Report Cards

Current program office backlog

The capture and identification of shadow APIs

Integration with the broader ecosystem (platforms
such as gateways, log analytics, project tracking
systems, etc.)

RF
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Given the scale and potential impact of the effort, it is critical that the program

office provide a high degree of operational support. Implementing process change

requires a high degree of planning, guidance and transparency.

Effective communication is also vital. The program office will need to conduct

ongoing outreach campaigns and often need to communicate directly with

individual stakeholders. Those impacted or involved with this effort will need a

central place to go for information. It will be the responsibility of the program office

to educate the organization on where to go to find information and to keep this

information up-to-date.

Lastly, from a helpdesk perspective, techniques such as office hours and periodic

training events will need to be conducted.

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT

RFRF
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The Need for a
Central Data Platform
The data required to support the remediation effort will likely come

from multiple, disconnected systems. Data will need to be

collected from these systems and stored in a central repository on

an ongoing basis.

There will be data assets that are manipulated manually, often in a

side database or a spreadsheet. These critical data assets will need

to be brought in and managed alongside the operational data as the

use of these ad-hoc approaches can have a detrimental effect on

transparency and data confidence.

RFRF
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Leverages a flexible data model as reporting needs may change over
time. Rigid, table-based approaches are not recommended

Can extract data from core systems in an automated fashion and map
the inbound data to a central data model

Must account for poor quality data and therefore must support efforts
to remediate quality issues

Must have a frontend that supports data collection. Surveys, feedback,
status updates, attestation efforts will require a user to fill out a form

Must be able to blend data from multiple systems that may not have a
common key

Must support interactive dashboards and visualizations that a) do not
require per-user licenses and b) must support forms

PLATFORM REQUIREMENTS:
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Platform Architecture
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API Gateways
People Directories (AD, LDAP)
Product/Platform Taxonomy
Project Tracking (Jira)
Cloud (hybrid) Infrastructure
Observability
Cybersecurity Monitoring Tools:

Salt Security, Noname

Source Systems

Data Models
Workflows
Dashboards
Reports
Exception Handling
User Feedback
Command and Control

API Data Warehouse & Catalog

DEPARTMENTDEPARTMENT

GATEWAYGATEWAY

USAGE METRICUSAGE METRIC

QUALITY METRICQUALITY METRIC

OWNEROWNER

APIAPI

CONSUMER /CONSUMER /
PRODUCERPRODUCER

APIAPI
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Challenges In Building
a Program Alone

API and Application SME

Project Management

Project Tracking

Process Improvement

DevOps Knowledge

Agile Development Methods

Communication & Design

Data Integration + Modeling

Data Visualization

Data Science & Analytics

Workflows and Automation 

Support / Help Desk

Depending on the organization, teams may already be at capacity, unable to

fully dedicate to the remediation effort. Or, teams may potentially lack the

mix of necessary skills, including:

SKILL GAPS
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Working with a third-party can help fill these potential skill gaps,

providing the necessary resources to staff the remediation effort. A

team of experts actively work alongside the organization to help

accelerate the remediation process, and can be scaled up or down as

needed.

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE

As attacks on vulnerable APIs increase, the window to fix them

decreases, causing the likelihood of hacks or data breaches to soar.

Establishing a program office can help utilize that window of opportunity

to the highest degree, especially when an organization can save time by

capitalizing on a prebuilt framework.

Failing to act quickly and efficiently can create significant cost of

inaction, including immediate and longtail financial losses, loss of

productivity, reputation damage, legal liability, and business continuity

problems.
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Recommendations

Depending on the scope and scale of an organization's API environment, implementing

a more strategic approach to API Remediation by way of a Program Office may be a

logical, sensible next step given the current circumstances around API Security

vulnerabilities. 

If the organization supports a large number of APIs and a large amount of legacy code,

there is a good chance that a significant amount of API vulnerabilities exist and may

continue to grow in number. Should this be the case, it's recommended to implement a

Program Office or program approach heading into 2022.

Even mature API Remediation programs could benefit from implementing a Program

approach. If a program is already in place, there are still benefits to seeking out the

advice of a third party to help accelerate the API Remediation effort further. Security is

an ongoing process, and as the API-Economy grows, API remediation will remain a

critical effort in lowering overall API risk. 
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Join the ReactFirst Program
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Introducing ReactFirst: Security for the new API Economy and the pace of

modern business. ReactFirst is an award-winning, comprehensive API

Threat Remediation solution that goes beyond technology to help minimize

the threat caused by API security vulnerabilities. ReactFirst works as the

perfect accompaniment to your existing API strategy, providing the

transparency, oversight, and control into the API Remediation process

your organization needs as the risk around API vulnerabilities grows.

ReactFirst helps bring together a combination of capabilities - a pre-built,

proven program framework, supporting graph-based technology, and a

team of experts - to appropriately address the risk caused by API

vulnerabilities. Instead of merely identifying problems, it tracks the

organization's ability to resolve them, establishing a command and

control structure that delivers the necessary insights and accountability

to see each vulnerability move through the remediation process. 

RFRF
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Schedule a demo →

Join the program →

Learn more at reactfirst.io 
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Contact Us
Talk to us about whether ReactFirst may be a good fit for you:
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https://www.reactfirst.io/contact
https://www.reactfirst.io/
https://www.reactfirst.io/
https://www.reactfirst.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/reactfirst
https://www.twitter.com/processtempo
mailto:info@processtempo.com

